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T
he demand for higher data storage
capacity and miniature electronic de-
vices drives the reduction of charac-

teristic dimensions of storage media and
circuit boards toward the nanometer scale.
Compared to the resolution of conventional
photolithographic techniques above 50 nm,
characteristic dimensions below would
accommodate a higher number of sto-
rage and computing units per area.1�4

Block copolymers facilitate feature sizes
of 5�50 nm of periodic lamellae, hexagonal
cylinders, spheres, and gyroids5 that can be
exploited to pattern microelectronic sub-
strates. However, self-assembled structures
of neat block copolymers show defective
long-range order, and perfect order up to
centimeters can be achieved by use of
topographical substrates and graphoepi-
taxy (templated overgrowth).4,6,7 For exam-
ple, hexagonal arrays of cylinders with
center-to-center distances of 6.9 nm and
perfectorderovercentimeterswereassembled
from poly(styrene)-b-poly(ethylene oxide)
(PS-b-PEO) diblock copolymer films on
corrugated substrates with a sawtooth
pattern.4 Hexagonal long-range order with
a center-to-center spacing of 40 nm of
spherical polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) micro-
domains was also achieved using a poly-
(styrene)-b-poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PS-b-
PDMS) diblock copolymer on a hydrogen
silsesquioxane substrate with a hexagonal
array of posts of ∼200 nm spacing.7

Such hexagonal patterns of asymmetric
diblock copolymers (DBCPs) with long-
range order enable the manufacture of
templates formagnetic storagemedia upon
removal of the minor component.4,7�9

However, square arrays of DBCP microdo-
mains would be preferred over hexagonal
arrays to manufacture circuit boards3,10 and

have been obtained using blends of DBCPs
with specific hydrogen bonds,3 square tem-
plates, and prepatterned surfaces.11 For exam-
ple, alignment of cylindrical microdomains of
poly(styrene)-b-poly(methyl methacrylate)
(PS-b-PMMA) into squares was possible on
surfaces containing a square pattern of
spots.11 However, the area density of the
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ABSTRACT

Self-assembled diblock copolymer melts on patterned substrates can induce a smaller characteristic

domain spacing compared to predefined lithographic patterns and enable the manufacture of

circuit boards with a high area density of computing and storage units. Monte Carlo simulation

using coarse-grain models of polystyrene-b-polydimethylsiloxane shows that the generation of

high-density hexagonal and square patterns is controlled by the ratio ND of the surface area per post

and the surface area per spherical domain of neat block copolymer. ND represents the preferred

number of block copolymer domains per post. Selected integer numbers support the formation of

ordered structures on hexagonal (1, 3, 4, 7, 9) and square (1, 2, 5, 7) templates. On square

templates, only smaller numbers of block copolymer domains per post support the formation of

ordered arrays with significant stabilization energies relative to hexagonal morphology. Deviation

from suitable integer numbers ND increases the likelihood of transitional morphologies between

square and hexagonal. Upon increasing the spacing of posts on the substrate, square arrays, nested

square arrays, and disordered hexagonal morphologies with multiple coordination numbers were

identified, accompanied by a decrease in stabilization energy. Control over the main design

parameter ND may allow an up to 7-fold increase in density of spherical block copolymer domains

per surface area in comparison to the density of square posts and provide access to a wide range of

high-density nanostructures to pattern electronic devices.

KEYWORDS: directed assembly . block copolymers . electronic devices .
patterning . modeling and simulation . nanoscale circuitry . thin films
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template could not be exceeded and notable fractions
of defects such as semicylinders and loop cylinders
prevent long-range order.11,12

Therefore, the preparation of high-density, well-
defined square patterns remains a challenge. In this
contribution, we have analyzed design parameters to
increase hexagonal and square pattern densities using
coarse-grain models and Monte Carlo simulation
(Figure 1) and found that the ratio between the surface
area per post and the surface area per neat block
copolymer domain exerts critical influence on the
order and stability of self-assembled patterns. Other
factors, such as the composition and length of the
polymer blocks, the thickness of the polymer film, and
the geometry of posts, also play a role and will be
briefly described.
We employed models of hexagonal and square

patterns of vertical posts on flat substrates and simu-
lated the assembly of melt-cast block copolymers
(Figure 1a)13�17 for a series of spacing LP, HEX and LP
between the confining posts (Figure 1b,c). Our model
block copolymer A2B8 represents polystyrene-b-poly-
dimethylsiloxane (PS-b-PDMS) of 140 repeat units and
qualitatively similar block copolymers (Figure 1d). Each
coarse-grain unit A and B embodies 14 monomer
segments. The substrate (S), posts (P), monomer seg-
ments (A and B), and vacancies (V) are represented by
coarse-grain lattice sites on a cubic lattice up to a
dimension of 144 � 144 � 14 lattice sites. As in
experiment,7 substrate and post surfaces slightly prefer
contact with component A over component B, which is
represented by pairwise interaction parameters εSA =
εPA = 0 and εSB = εPB = 0.5kBT. Direct contact between
segments A and B is subject to a small energy penalty

εAB = 0.5kBT, which reflects a positive interface tension.
All other interactions involving components of the
same type and vacancies are zero; εAA = εBB = εVV =
εAV = εBV = εSV = εPV = 0 (see Methods section for a full
description of models, computation, and analysis). This
parameter choice corresponds to Flory�Huggins para-
meters χAB≈ 2.5 and χABN≈ 25 using the approximate
relation χAB≈ 5εAB/kT.

18 The high value of χAB is due to
the representation of 14 monomers per coarse-grain
segment and consistent with experimental values
χPS‑PDMS ≈ 0.18 for PS-PDMS monomers and χPS‑PDMS

N≈ 25 for a PS28-b-PDMS112 polymer chain composed
of 140 monomers.7

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

To examine the effect of the experimentally tunable
spacing of posts on the ordering of DBCP domains on
the substrate, we simulated the DBCP melt in the
absence of posts (Figure 2), in the presence of posts
arranged in hexagonal arrays of variable spacing
(Figure 3), and in the presence of posts arranged in
square arrays of variable spacing (Figure 4).

Absence of Posts. In the absence of posts, we observe
the formation of a thin film of component A in contact
with the substrate and of a hexagonal array of spherical
domains of component A in thematrix of component B
(Figure 2). The hexagonal morphology agrees with
experimental observations,7,8 and the average cen-
ter-to-center distance between spherical domains of
A in the neat block copolymer was identified to be L0 =
12.4 ( 0.1 lattice sites. Small deviations from ideal
hexagonal geometry (Figure 2) are associated with a
mismatch between the hexagonal domain order and

Figure 2. Computed average morphology of an A2B8 di-
block copolymer film confined between two parallel flat
substrateswithout posts. (a) The side viewof a section in the
xz plane shows the formation of a thin film of component A
in contact with the substrate and of spherical domains of
componentA in thematrix of component B. (b) The top view
of the highlighted cross-section in (a) shows the approx-
imate hexagonal order of the spheres of component A and
the equilibrium domain spacing L0. The inset shows a
Fourier transform of the position of domains A.

Figure 1. (a) Schematic representation of a substrate with a
square array of posts of height HP. The posts confine a
diblock copolymer melt of thickness H. (b) Top view of the
substrate in the simulation showing a hexagonal array of
posts of spacing LP,HEX and the surface area per post AP,HEX.
(c) Top view of the substrate in the simulation showing a
square array of posts of spacing LP and the surface area per
post AP. (d) Model of a coarse-grain A2B8 block copolymer
chain in which each segment represents several monomers.
(e) In the absence of posts, the diblock copolymer melt
forms a hexagonal array of domains A of spacing L0 that
encloses a surface area per domain A0.
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the quadratic boundaries of the periodic lattice in the
xy plane (72 � 72 � 14 lattice sites). L0 remained the
same for four times the lattice area in the xy plane
within (0.1 units.

Hexagonal Arrays of Posts. In the presence of hexago-
nal arrays of posts on the substrate, simulation of the
DBCP melt resulted in thin films of component A in
contactwith the substrate andwith the posts, aswell as
patterns of spherical domains of component A in the
matrix of component B (Figure 3). All patterns of
domains A display perfect hexagonal structures with
long-range order or symmetry-broken structures with
hexagonal elements as well as pentagonal and hepta-
gonal elements that prevent long-range order
(Figure 3). The computed patterns can be directly
compared to scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
images of patterns of cylindrical PS domains in PS-
PDMS block copolymers on a hydrogen silsesquioxane
surface as a function of the ratio LP,HEX/L0.

7 The ratio
between the surface area per post, AP, HEX =

√
3/

2LP, HEX
2 (Figure 1b), and the surface area per domain

of A in the neat block copolymer, A0 =
√
3/2L0

2

(Figure 1e), has major influence on the observed
pattern and long-range symmetry:

ND,HEX ¼ AP,HEX
A0

¼ LP,HEX
L0

� �2

(1)

ND,HEX equals the preferred number of domains of A
per post, including the covered post as a domain,19 and
imposes constraints on the packing of spherical do-
mains of A.

For LP,HEX/L0 = 0.97 and ND,HEX = 0.94,20 a well-
defined hexagonal pattern is seen in the simulation
that contains one domain of component A per post
covering its surface (Figure 3a). This pattern is identical
to the pattern reported in experiment for LP, HEX/L0 =
1.0 and ND, HEX = 1.0.7 For a larger spacing LP,HEX/L0 =
1.94 and ND,HEX = 3.8, we also observe a well-defined
hexagonal pattern (Figure 3b). It involves three domains
of component A per post, has been observed in

Figure 3. Computed averagemorphologies of spherical domains of A in a A2B8 diblock copolymer film between two parallel
flat surfaces containing a hexagonal array of posts. The spacing between posts LP,HEX in units of L0 varied in the order (a) 0.97,
(b) 1.94, (c) 2.26, (d) 3.39, (e) 3.87. The formation of perfect hexagonal patterns (a, b) as well as patterns with perturbed long-
range order (c�e) can be seen. Dashed lines indicate hexagonal, distorted hexagonal, pentagonal, and heptagonal features.
The insets show Fourier transforms of the position of domains A and posts to aid in the evaluation of long-range order.
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experiment,7,21 and appears to be more stable than a
pattern of four domains per post. For LP,HEX/L0 = 2.26
and ND,HEX = 5.1, we observe a slightly disordered
pattern that involves mostly four and sometimes five
domains of component A per post (Figure 3c).20 The
structure is close to a perfect hexagonal pattern of four
domains per post that was observed in experiment.7

Since the preferred number of 5.1 domains per post
exceeds the optimum value of four domains per
post, small additional domains break the hexagonal
symmetry (see highlighted heptagon in Figure 3c).
For LP,HEX/L0 = 3.39 and ND,HEX = 11.5, the pattern
contains about 11 domains of component A per post
and cannot achieve perfect hexagonal order, con-
sistent with experiment (Figure 3d).7 The structure
consists of distorted pentagonal, hexagonal, and
heptagonal elements. For LP,HEX/L0 = 3.87 and ND,

HEX = 15, we find a similar distorted hexagonal
pattern containing 15 domains of component A per
post (Figure 3e).

The experimental investigation of many ratios
LP,HEX/L0

7 shows that, after conversion of LP,HEX/L0 to
ND,HEX according to eq 1, the “magic numbers” ND,HEX

that enable a perfect hexagonal pattern are 1, 3, 22, 7,
and 32. When ND,HEX is larger, the numbers 13, 42,
and 21 also yield locally stable hexagonal patterns,
although multiple orientations of DBCP domains were
found in the templates.7 As ND,HEX assumes large
values, long-range instability occurs because free en-
ergy differences between different orientations of DBCP
domains become smaller. The findings by experiment
and simulation suggest that the ratio of the surface area
occupied per post in relation to the surface area occu-
pied per spherical domain of component A, ND,HEX,
is important to control long-range order and needs
to equal certain integer numbers to produce a pattern
of hexagonal symmetry. The preferred numbers ND,HEX

enabling perfect order must also be small enough, and
already minor deviations can break the symmetry,
especially for a larger number ND,HEX.

Figure 4. Computed average morphologies of spherical domains of A in A2B8 diblock copolymer films between two parallel
flat surfaces containing square arrays of posts. The spacing between posts LP in units of L0 varied in the order (a) 0.97, (b) 1.61,
(c) 1.94, (d) 2.58, and (e) 2.90. Dashed lines indicate square, nested square, and remotely ordered morphologies. The insets
show Fourier transforms of the position of domains A and posts to aid in the evaluation of long-range order.
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Square Arrays of Posts. In the presence of square
arrays of posts on the substrate, simulation of the DBCP
melt resulted in thin films of component A in contact
with the substrate and with the posts, as well as
patterns of spherical domains of component A in the
matrix of component B (Figure 4). Similar to the
hexagonal array of posts, the pattern of component
A correlateswith the ratio between the surface area per
post, AP = LP

2, and the equilibrium surface area per
spherical domain A in the neat diblock copolymer, A0 =√
3/2L0

2 (Figure 1c and e):

ND ¼ AP

A0
¼ 2

ffiffiffi
3

p

3
LP
L0

� �2

(2)

The pattern of component A contains preferably ND

domains of A per post, whereby the A-attracting posts
contribute one domain of A (Table 1).19 As a function of
the spacing of posts LP in units of L0, only certain
integer values ofND facilitate a geometric arrangement
with long-range order, and the patterns adjust to the
nearest “magic number” by variation of domain size
within a certain range (Figure 4 and Table 1). The
definition of a pattern is the closer the spacing be-
tween posts LP matches preferred values of ND, the
smaller the preferred values ND. Pattern definition and
long-range stability decrease for high numbers of ND

because the preference of the block copolymer do-
mains toward local hexagonal coordination interferes
with the prescribed square order of the templates
(Figure 4e).

We examine these findings for a series of square
spacing between posts LP from 0.97 to 2.9 in units of L0
(Figure 4 and Table 1).21 The preferred number of
domains per post ND ranges from 1.1 to 9.7 in this
series (eq 2). For a spacing of posts LP e 0.97L0 we
expecte1.1 preferred domains of A per post (Table 1).
In agreement, segments A adsorb on the attractive
post surface and no neat domains of A are found in the
matrix B (Figure 4a). This morphology reflects the
similarity in surface areas per post AP and per
domainA0.

An increased post spacing of LP = 1.61L0 leads to 3.0
preferred domains of A per post (Table 1). We find

segments A adsorbed on the post surface and one
additional domain of A in the center of each square
unit (Figure 4b). The pattern corresponds to two
domains of A per post, however, and the difference
from the expectation value ND = 3 is related to the
geometric challenge to accommodate three units of
A per post in a square pattern with long-range
symmetry. Therefore, the system forms two domains
per post in which the side length L of the square array
of domains A increased to 1.14L0 relative to its
equilibrium value 0.93L0. The density of domains A
per unit surface area is twice the density of litho-
graphic posts, which has not yet been reported in
experimental systems.

An increased post spacing of LP = 1.94L0 leads to 4.3
preferred domains of A per post (Table 1). Domains of A
then form nested squares inside the squares of posts
(Figure 4c). The pattern corresponds to 5 domains of A
per post, and each post is surrounded by 8 domains of
A in octagonal coordination. The preference for 5
domains of A per post arises from the geometric
challenge to accommodate a periodic pattern of 4
domains per post with equal nearest neighbor spacing.
Since the area density of posts is somewhat higher
compared to the ideal case ND = 5 (LP = 2.08L0),
domains of A are packedmore densely and the degree
of order may be lower than in the ideal structure. In
comparison to denser prepatterns such as the square
array at LP = 1.61L0 (Figure 4b), the degree of order
appears more sensitive to the exact spacing.

A further increased spacing of posts of LP = 2.58L0
leads to 7.7 preferred domains of A per post (Table 1).
We find a periodic pattern of two nested squares of
domains A per unit square of posts, in which the vertex
of smaller squares is located at the center of the edge
of the next bigger square (Figure 4d). The observed
structure corresponds to seven domains per post, and
the difference from ND = 7.7 slightly widens the
structure, leading to some deviation from the ideal
pattern. Nevertheless, all features remain closer to
square and octagonal coordination than to hexagonal
(highlights in Figure 4d). The observed morphology
also indicates that eight domains of A per post, with an
additional domain in the center of each square of
posts, may not yield a stable geometry.

The largest spacing of posts LP = 2.90 examined
here leads to 9.7 preferred domains of A per post
(Table 1). A long-range ordered structure of the DBCP
domains cannot be identified, and instead a mixed
structure with 9 to 10 domains of A per post is found
(Figure 4e). The arrangement of domains of A is
disordered with a major amount of hexagonal ele-
ments, as well as square, pentagonal, and heptagonal
elements (highlights in Figure 4ee). A transition to a
nonsquare morphology has occurred.

The observed trends in the morphology of DBCP
domains A as a function of the spacing of posts are

TABLE 1. Comparison of the Spacing between Posts in a

Square Array LP, PreferredNumber of Domains A per Post

ND, and Observed Number of Domains A per Post by

Simulationa

spacing of posts LP

(in units of L0)

preferred number of

domains A per post ND (eq 2)

number of domains

A per post (sim) Figure

0.97 1.1 1 4a
1.61 3.0 2 4b
1.94 4.3 5 4c
2.58 7.7 7 4d
2.90 9.7 9�10 4e

aWell-ordered structures are formed for certain integer values of ND (1, 2, 5, 7).
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associated with thermodynamic trends. To examine
this relation, we computed average energies of initial
random morphologies, average energies of the self-
assembled equilibrium structures, and the difference
between the two, which represents the stabilization
energies ΔE upon assembly (Figure 5, see Methods
section for computational details). From small spacing
of posts toward wide spacing of posts, initial energies
decrease from higher values to lower values, which is
associated with a decrease in total interfacial contact
area between the DBCP domains and the posts. The
energy of equilibrium structures is significantly lower
than the initial energy and hardly changes for spacing
of posts greater than 1.5L0 (Figure 5). The stabilization
energy ΔE is higher for a dense spacing than for a
sparse spacing of posts. This trend reflects the high
structural definition and possible long-range order for
a dense spacing of posts (Figure 4ea,b) in comparison
to decreasing pattern definition and long-range order
for a wider spacing of posts (Figure 4c,d,e). In the
absence of posts, the stabilization energy reaches a
minimum, equivalent to no template effect (Figure 2b).
Differences in stabilization energies between model
PS-PDMS morphologies for increasing spacing of
posts, as shown in Figure 4e, are on the order of 0.10
kT per block copolymer chain, or 0.06 kcal per mol of
block polymer chain (Figure 5). Associated changes in
stabilization entropies remained difficult to compute
reliably. As an estimate, we believe that the local mobility
of chains does not differ greatly from one pattern to

another, so that differences in entropy among various
equilibrium morphologies are also small.

In summary, square order and significant structural
stability for low values of ND close to “magic numbers”
are associated with higher stabilization energies in
comparison to the neat DBCP (Figure 5).

Influence of Other Parameters. In addition to suitable
ratios of the surface area per post and per block
copolymer domain, the template structures contain
other features that affect the pattern of spherical or
cylindrical DBCP domains. These include the composi-
tion of the block copolymer, the length of the blocks,
the film thickness, the composition, and geometry of
the posts. Some parameters can be varied, and others
are predetermined by the aim to generate homoge-
neous, well-ordered structures.

Major variables are the chemical nature and length
of the polymer blocks. A larger interfacial energy
between the two blocks supports the formation of
patterns with long-range order due to enhanced phase
separation. The relative length of the blocks deter-
mines whether sphere or cylinder morphologies of
component A are formed. The choice of PS-PDMSblock
copolymers in this work is typical,7,8 and interface
energies could be enhanced or weakened by choice
of different monomers. The principle of preferred
numbers of domains per area remains the same when
interfacial energies change. The concept of preferred
integer numbers ND also applies whether sphere or
cylinder morphologies are present because cylinders
form the same native hexagonal pattern as spheres
and extend normal to the surface plane.22 Consistency
between experiments on hexagonal patterns of
cylinders7 and simulation of hexagonal patterns of
spheres was shown (see subsection on hexagonal
arrays of posts).

The geometry of the film and of the posts is largely
predetermined. The thickness of the DBCP film H

determines the number of layers of spherical DBCP
domains. Control over layer thickness is thus of im-
portance and can be, for example, optimized to sup-
port one layer of spherical domains. The impact of layer
thickness can be reduced when the block copolymers
are designed to form cylindrical domains instead of
spheres. To maximize confinement and long-range
order, the height of the posts HP must be close to the
film thickness H. Shorter posts reduce graphoepitaxy
and worsen the definition of patterns. Further, a similar
thickness of posts and DBCP domains is favorable to
obtain homogeneous ordered structures. Therefore,
the thickness of the posts is essentially predetermined,
and we anticipate that minor changes in thickness
have little impact on the assembly of DBCP domains
since the volume fraction of posts is small.

The composition of the surface of the posts is also
largely predetermined. To act as an effective template,
the post surface should attract the minor component

Figure 5. Average initial energy, equilibrium energy, and
stabilization energy ΔE of diblock copolymers on a sub-
strate containing a square array of posts as a function of the
spacing of posts. The energy of the initial random structure
and the stabilization energy decrease upon increased spa-
cing of posts. A minimum is reached for the neat block
copolymer (noposts). The equilibriumenergy ismuch lower
than the initial energy and remains nearly the same for
larger spacing of posts. Dashed lines indicate the connec-
tion between the preferred and observed numbers of
spherical domains per post.
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of the DBCP. If the post surface prefers contact with the
major component of the DBCP, the posts would inte-
grate into the matrix of the major component without
a significant template effect toward hexagonal or
square order of the minor component, especially at
the desired low area density of posts.19

We emphasize that all foregoing parameters are
important to optimize details of self-assembled struc-
tures and long-range order. The systematic analysis of
their impact, however, exceeds the scope of this work
and remains a future task. In this contribution, we have
clarified the role of the arguably most important para-
meter, the spacing between posts, to control the type
of pattern derived.

CONCLUSIONS

We analyzed equilibrium patterns of spherical do-
mains of thin diblock copolymer films deposited on
substrates containing hexagonal and square arrays of
posts of variable spacing. We employed Monte Carlo
simulation for systems similar to PS-PDMS diblock
copolymers. A major parameter controlling the forma-
tion of ordered versus irregular patterns of the minor
component (PS) is the ratio between the surface area
per post and the surface area per neat block copolymer
domain ND (eqs 1 and 2), which can be adjusted by the
spacing of posts in relation to the equilibrium spacing
of the block copolymer domains LP/L0. ND corresponds

to the preferred number of DBCP domains per post,
and certain integer numbers lead to well-ordered
structures. For hexagonal patterns of posts, these
numbers are 1, 3, 4, 7, and 9 according to previous
experiments7 and simulation, and all such domain
patterns are hexagonal. For square patterns of posts,
preferred numbers ND are 1, 2, 5, and 7 domains per
post according to simulation, and they lead to well-
ordered structures with square and nested square
geometries. Higher numbers reduce the effectiveness
of the square template by introduction of hexagonal
elements into the structure, and also nonideal num-
bers ND facilitate disorder. Disordered morphologies
are characterized by the simultaneous occurrence of
multiple structural elements such as square, pentago-
nal, hexagonal, heptagonal, and octagonal geometries.
The area density of square DBCP domains can be
increased up to 7-fold in nested structures compared
to the square template. Such square patterns on the
sub-50 nm scale, which have not yet been obtained
experimentally, provide a pathway to produce circuit
boards with more than 1011 computing and storage
units per cm2. Monte Carlo simulation using verified
models is helpful to analyze equilibriummorphologies
and stabilization energies, and further details of the
influence of the composition of the block copolymer
and of geometric parameters of the templates remain
to be explored in future work.

METHODS
Models. In the models, two confining surfaces (S), posts (P),

DBCP chains of composition A2B8, and vacancies (V) were
represented by coarse-grain beads on a cubic lattice of variable
size (Figure 1). The surfaces correspond to the outside of the
lattice, and the size of the cubic lattice varied from system to
system from 36 � 36 � 14 up to 144 � 144 � 14 lattice sites.
Each post occupied 17 lattice sites in the xy plane and had a
height of 10 lattice sites (Figure 1b,c). In the remaining space,
the volume fraction of the polymer was 0.833 and the volume
fraction of vacancies 0.167. The beads of coarse-grain DBCP
chains were connected through permissible bond lengths of 1
and (2)1/2 lattice units. For each system, initial models of ordered
block copolymers and vacancieswere generated. The size of the
lattice was Lx � Ly � 14, and the number of polymer chains N
varied as follows. For the system without posts (Figure 2), we
chose Lx = Ly = 72 and N = 6048 as well as Lx = Ly = 144 and N =
24 192. For the systems containing a hexagonal array of posts
(Figure 3), we chose (a) Lx = 36, Ly = 42, and N = 1560, (b) Lx = 72,
Ly=80, andN=6516, (c) Lx= 84, Ly= 96, andN= 9204, (d) Lx= 84,
Ly = 72, and N = 6988, (e) Lx = 96, Ly = 84, and N = 9340. For the
systems containing a square array of posts (Figure 4), we chose
(a) Lx = Ly = 36 andN = 1359, (b) Lx = Ly = 60 andN = 4047, (c) Lx =
Ly = 84 and N = 8079, (d) Lx = Ly = 96 and N = 10 599, (e) Lx = Ly =
108 and N = 13 455.

Interaction Potential. The total potential energy was obtained
by pairwise summation of the interaction energies between all
nearest nonbonded neighbor segments. The interaction energy
included a repulsion of 0.5kT between nonbonded segments A
and B, between the surface and component B, and between the
posts and component B. All other pairwise interaction energies
were zero (see introduction).

Computation. We employed a Monte Carlo algorithm with
stochastic motions of vacancy diffusion23 and bond fluctua-
tion24 until thermodynamic equilibration was reached. Displa-
cements of the vacancies led to faster equilibration of the dense
polymer melt than displacements of the polymer beads.14,16,25

Displacements of vacancies and adjustments of the polymer
structure were limited by excluded volume, allowed bond
lengths of 1 and (2)1/2, and exclusion of bond-crossing moves.
The Metropolis criterion was invoked to evaluate the accept-
ability of each attempted move.26�28

For every system, we carried out three separate simulations
with different pre-equilibrated configurations and observed
convergence to one consistent average finalmorphology. Every
simulation was divided into two parts: (1) In the first part, start
structures were subjected to random self-avoiding walks with
interaction potentials of zero between all nonbonded compo-
nents (S, P, A, B, V) for 2.5 million Monte Carlo steps times the
number of vacancies. The corresponding average energy, nor-
malized per polymer chain, is shown as initial energy in Figure 5.
(2) In the second part, the pre-equilibrated structures were
subjected to simulation with the full interaction potential for 10
million Monte Carlo steps times the number of vacancies. The
average acceptance rate of Monte Carlo motions was 0.22, far
from equilibrium, and decreased to 0.09 toward equilibrium for
all simulations. The average energy is shown as equilibrium
energy in Figure 5.

Analysis. The analysis involved visual inspection of the mor-
phologies, particularly the pattern of spherical domains of
component A, and monitoring of the convergence of the total
energy. In the top view in Figures 2, 3, and 4, lattice positions
between 4 and 9 in the z direction are shown. Themorphologies
represent the average occupancy φ(r) of lattice sites r with
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spherical domains of component A, using the instantaneous
occupancy F(r,i) as an average over n = 100 sample snapshots i
in equilibrium, distributedover the last 1millionMonteCarlo steps:

φ(r) ¼ 1
n ∑

n

i¼ 1
F(r, i) (3)

Hereby, the occupancy of lattice site r in a single snapshot i is
F(r,i) = 1 when occupied by segment A, F(r,i) = 0 when occupied
by a vacancy, and F(r,i) =�1 when occupied by segment B. The
average occupancy φ(r) of a lattice site r over all snapshots, as
shown in Figures 2, 3, and 4, was attributed to segments Awhen
φ(r) > 0 (red), to vacancies when φ(r) = 0, and to segments B
when φ(r) < 0 (white background).

The average patterns of DBCP domains A were processed
into scattering patterns S(q) by Fourier transformation, as
shown in the insets of Figures 2, 3, and 4:

ψq ¼
Z Lx

0
dx

Z Ly

0
ψ(x, y) exp[i(qxxþ qyy)] dy (4)

S(q) ¼ ψ�qψq

L3
(5)

Hereby, ψ(x,y) is an order parameter equal to 1 when the
position (x,y) was occupied by segment A or by the post surface;
otherwise, ψ(x,y) = 0. The scattering vector q was given as q =
(qx,qy) = 2π(mx/Lx,my/Ly) with integer numbers mx, my, and the
length of the lattice Lx, Ly in x, ydirections. An intense peak at the
origin of the scattering pattern is not shown for clarity.
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